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Specific heat and magnetic order in LaMnO31d
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Magnetic and specific-heat measurements are performed in three different samples of LaMnO31d , with d
50.11, 0.15, and 0.26, presenting important disorder effects, such as carrier localization, due to high amounts
of La and Mn vacancies. For the samples withd50.11 and 0.15, magnetic measurements show signatures of
a two-step transition: as the temperature is lowered, the system enters a ferromagnetic phase followed by a
disorder-induced cluster-glass state. Spin-wave-like contributions and an unexpected large linear term are
observed in the specific heat as a function of temperature. In the sample with the highest vacancy content,d
50.26, the disorder is sufficient to suppress even short-range ferromagnetic order and yield a spin-glass-like
state.@S0163-1829~99!12041-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hole-doped perovskite-type manganese oxides have
tracted considerable interest in recent years, motivated by
observation of colossal magnetoresistance~CMR! in numer-
ous related compounds, and the great variety of magn
and transport properties in this class of materials.1 Among
the La-based systems, the ground state of the stoichiom
parent compound LaMnO3 is insulatingA-type antiferromag-
netic ~AF!, which is attributed to a cooperative effect of o
bital ordering and superexchange interactions.2 Substitution
of a fraction x of La31 by divalent cations such as Sr21,
Ca21, or Ba21 causes the conversion of a proportional nu
ber of Mn31 to Mn41. At certain doping ranges (0.2&x
&0.5) this induces a metal-insulator transition and the
pearance of a ferromagnetic~FM! state. The simultaneou
FM and metallic transitions have been qualitatively e
plained by the double-exchange~DE! model,3 which consid-
ers the magnetic coupling between Mn31 and Mn41 result-
ing from the motion of an electron between the two partia
filled d shells. Nevertheless, this DE mechanism does
account for several experimental results, and it has b
claimed4 that a Jahn-Teller type electron-phonon coupli
plays an important role in explaining the large magnetore
tive effects.

Conversion of Mn31 to Mn41 can also be achieved by th
presence of nonstoichiometric oxygen in undop
LaMnO31d , with a nominal Mn41 content of 2d. For sim-
plicity this is the crystallographic representation used in
present work and in most other studies in this system. H
ever, it does not reflect the fact that the system conta
randomly distributed La and Mn vacancies rather than o
gen excess, which cannot be accommodated interstitiall
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~17!/12184~7!/$15.00
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the lattice.5 The actual crystallographic formula is bett
written as La12xMn12yO3. By varying the oxygen stoichi-
ometry the resulting compounds display a wide variety
structural and magnetic phases, previously studied by x r
and neutron scattering,6,7 as well as magnetic and transpo
measurements.6,8 It is well known that the low-temperatur
magnetic phase of nonstoichiometric LaMnO31d changes
from AF to FM for small values ofd due to the DE interac-
tion caused by the presence of Mn41 ions in the sample.
However, unlike the cation-doped systems, the material
mains insulating at all temperatures, and the FM transit
temperature decreases for increasing content of Mn41. The
relevant fact to be considered appears to be the compe
effect between La vacancies, enhancing the Mn31-Mn41 DE
interaction, and Mn vacancies which introduce considera
disorder in the lattice. For large values ofd the FM order is
suppressed, and the low-temperature phase is better
scribed by a spin-glass-like state.6,8

The competing effect between cation and manganese
cancies makes LaMnO31d a model system for studying mag
netic interactions and disorder effects in mixed-valence m
ganites. In order to achieve a better understanding of
low-temperature properties of this system we have p
formed magnetic and specific-heat measurements in t
different samples of nonstoichiometric LaMnO31d . Mag-
netic data show signatures of a double transition: as the t
perature is lowered, the system first orders ferromagnetic
in small weakly connected clusters, and then changes
cluster-glass phase. Results of low-temperature specific-
measurements show an unexpectedly large linear coeffic
and a spin-wave contribution. This is interpreted in terms
the existence of disorder-induced charge localization in th
compounds.
12 184 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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II. EXPERIMENTS

The bulk samples of LaMnO31d investigated in the
present study were thoroughly characterized in Refs. 7
They were prepared in polycrystalline form by a citrate te
nique, as described elsewhere.7 The products were anneale
at 1100 °C in air~sample 1!, 1000 °C in air~sample 2!, and
1000 °C under 200 bars of O2 ~sample 3!. The determination
of d was initially performed by thermogravimetric analys
The final materials were characterized by x-ray diffractio
Neutron powder diffraction diagrams were also collected
the temperature range 2–250 K. The Rietveld method
used to refine the crystal and magnetic structures.

The neutron-diffraction refinements showed that all inv
tigated samples have a stoichiometric oxygen conten
3.0060.05. The Mn41 content was calculated from the va
cancy concentration of La and Mn determined from the n
tron data, and found to be in good agreement with the th
mogravimetric analysis. Sample 1, withd50.11 and 23% of
Mn41, consists of a mixture of a main orthorhombic pha
~64%! and a minor rhombohedral phase~36%!. Sample 2,
with d50.15 and 33% of Mn41, and sample 3, withd
50.26 and 52% of Mn41, both have rhombohedral symme
try. Samples 1 and 2 showed a FM-ordered structure at
temperatures~with some canting observed in sample 2!,
whereas sample 3 showed spin-glass-like signatures. Tr
port measurements8 revealed that all the studied compoun
are insulating down to low temperatures, with a typic
semiconductor-like behavior. Selected sample parameter
summarized in Table I.

In the present study, specific-heat results were obtai
from 4.5 to 200 K with an automated quasiadiabatic pu
technique. The absolute accuracy of the data, chec
against a copper sample, is better than 3%. The meas
samples had masses of approximately 50 mg. Detailed
susceptibility and dc magnetization measurements wh
performed in a commercial magnetometer~Quantum Design
PPMS!. The FM transition temperatures of samples 1 and
obtained from ac susceptibility data, are also shown in Ta
I.

III. MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS

Figure 1 shows the ac susceptibility of LaMnO31d . Real
and imaginary parts, respectivelyx8 andx9, were measured
in zero dc field, with an alternating fieldhac51 Oe and
frequencies of 25, 125, and 1000 Hz. Results for samp
are multiplied by a factor of 3. Part of the data were shift

TABLE I. Selected physical parameters and preparation co
tions of the LaMnO31d samples. The actual crystallographic fo
mula is better written as La12xMn12yO3. The FM transition tem-
perature is given byTc .

Sample 1 2 3
d 0.11 0.15 0.26
x, y 0.022, 0.054 0.029, 0.069 0.029, 0.12
Mn41 ~%! 23 33 52
Prep. conditions 1100 °C/air 1000 °C/air 1000 °C/O2

Cryst. structure Ortho./rhomb. Rhomb. Rhomb.
Tc ~K! 154 142 –
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vertically for clarity. The first point to note is a pronounce
FM transition, observed at 154 and 142 K for Samples
(d50.11) and 2 (d50.15), respectively. The values ofTc
were determined from the maximum derivative inx8. For
sample 3, with the higher vacancy content (d50.26), at 48
K we observe a much lower cusplike anomaly inx8, typical
of a spin-glass behavior. As mentioned in the Introducti
the evolution from FM to spin-glass features for increas
oxygen content in LaMnO31d was previously observed in
the literature.6,8

Moreover, it is most interesting to note in Fig. 1 that t
results for the two FM samples show a double-peak struc
and a frequency dependence of the imaginary componenx9.
The high-temperature peak is frequency independ
whereas the position of the low-temperature peak stron
depends on the measuring frequency. The maximum inx9
shifts to higher temperatures as the frequency increa
These are clear signatures of a cluster-glass behavior, as
viously reported for other manganite10 and cobaltite11,12 sys-
tems. The high-temperature peak signals the onset of
order, whereas the low-temperature frequency-depen
peak is associated with freezing of the cluster magnetic m
ments. In connection with the low-temperature peak inx9, a
frequency-dependent shoulder can be observed in the
componentx8. Results for sample 3 also show a distin
frequency dependence inx8, not visible in the scale of the
figure.

In order to probe disorder-induced features in the syst
we have measured the field-cooled~FC! and zero-field-
cooled~ZFC! magnetization of the studied samples. Figur

i-

FIG. 1. Real and imaginary parts of the ac susceptibility
LaMnO31d , measured in an alternating fieldhac51 Oe and fre-
quenciesf 525, 125, and 1000 Hz. For samples withd50.11 and
0.15~samples 1 and 2! the data are shifted vertically for clarity. Fo
the sample withd50.26 ~sample 3! the results are multiplied by 3
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FIG. 2. Field-cooled~FC! and zero-field-cooled~ZFC! dc magnetization of LaMnO31d . The applied field, from bottom to top in th
figures, is 50, 200, 500, and 5000 Oe.
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2~a! and 2~b! display the results for samples 1 and 2, resp
tively. The low-field data were taken withH550 Oe. A pro-
nounced irreversibility is observed, again indicative of a d
ordered state. In our results the irreversibility starts j
below Tc , which is the typical behavior of a cluster-gla
phase, whereas in reentrant-spin-glass systems irreversi
occurs far belowTc .

As the field increases the irreversible behavior is reduc
and is no longer present atH55000 Oe. Measurements o
the ac susceptibility with an applied dc field~not shown!
confirm that the frequency dependence inx8 disappears with
increasing fields. These results show that the application
dc field tends to align the cluster moments, and stabilize
reversible FM ordered state. In the magnetization results
sample 3, shown in Fig. 2~c!, the behavior is quite different
The magnetization peak is more than two orders of mag
tude lower than in the other samples, and the irreversib
persists with higher applied dc field, which confirms t
standard spin-glass features in the high-vacancy sample.
difference between the ZFC and FC magnetizations is m
higher in the cluster-glass phase~samples 1 and 2! compared
to the spin-glass phase~sample 3!, reflecting the presence o
FM order within the clusters.11

IsothermalM vs H curves measured at 10 K are plotted
Fig. 3. For the FM samples~1 and 2! the magnetization
saturates at fields of the order of 1–2 T. The saturation
ues are 3.70mB and 3.57mB for samples 1 and 2, respec
tively. The magnetic moment expected from the spin con
bution isgSmB , whereS is the spin of the ion, which is 3/2
for Mn41 and 2 for Mn31, and the gyromagnetic factorg
52 in both cases. Taking into account the relative conc
trations of Mn41 and Mn31 in the compounds, we get a
effective moment of 3.77mB for sample 1~23% Mn41) and
3.67mB for sample 2~33% Mn41). This prediction virtually
coincides with the values observed experimentally, indic
ing that the applied field fully polarizes the FM cluster
Hysteresis is observed at very low fields, up to about 400
as shown for sample 1 in the inset of Fig. 3. This hystere
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is consistent with theM vs T data of Fig. 2, and is attributed
to the low-field cluster-glass nature of the samples. F
sample 3~52% Mn41), the low-temperature magnetizatio
does not saturate at our highest field, and a large hyste
behavior is observed. At 9 T the measured magnetic mome
is 2.15mB , much smaller than the predicted value
3.48mB . This is an additional indication of the spin-glas
like properties of this sample.

In order to verify the consistency of our magnetic resu
we have performed the same measurements on another
lar series of LaMnO31d samples. The cluster-glass behavi
of the intermediate-vacancy FM samples, i.e., the frequen
dependent ac susceptibility and the irreversibility in low-fie
magnetization, was confirmed to exist in this second serie
samples.

FIG. 3. Magnetization as a function of field of LaMnO31d ,
measured at 10 K. The inset shows low-field data for sample 1.
arrows indicate measurements increasing and decreasing the fi
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IV. SPECIFIC HEAT MEASUREMENTS

Figure 4~a! shows the specific heat of the investigat
samples plotted asC/T vs T2, in the temperature range o
4.5–15 K. For comparison, measurements
La0.90Ca0.10MnO3, a ferromagnetic insulator, and o
La0.67Ca0.33MnO3, a ferromagnetic metal, are als
displayed.13 The latter has the same Mn41 content as in
LaMnO31d with d50.15. However, it is clear from the fig
ure that the heat capacity is considerably higher
LaMnO31d as compared to the Ca-doped compounds. In
der to interpret these results and evaluate the different c
tributions to the specific heat, the low-temperature data
each studied sample were fitted to the expression

C5gT1bT31BT3/2. ~1!

The linear coefficientg is usually attributed to charge carr
ers, and is proportional to the density of states at the Fe

FIG. 4. ~a! From top to bottom, low-temperature specific he
plotted asC/T vs T2, for LaMnO31d with d50.26 ~circles!, 0.15
~down triangles!, and 0.11~up triangles! and for La12xCaxMnO3

with x50.11 ~squares! and 0.33~diamonds!. ~b! Plot of C vs T for
LaMnO31d ; the solid lines are fitted curves, as discussed in
text.
n

n
r-
n-
f

i

level. However, transport measurements showed that all
investigated samples of LaMnO31d are insulating, and the
appearance of a linear term in the specific heat must be m
carefully interpreted. The lattice contribution is given b
bT3. A higher-order lattice term proportional toT5 was not
needed to fit the data in the temperature range up to 10
The termBT3/2 is associated with FM spin-wave excitation
The coefficientb is related to the Debye temperatureuD and
the coefficientB to the spin-wave stiffness constantD.14

The fitting parameters obtained for all samples are giv
in Table II, and the fitted curves can be seen in Fig. 4~b! in a
plot of C vs T. For samples 1 and 2 (d50.11 and 0.15!,
although the plot ofC/T vs T2 gives approximately straigh
lines, a careful fitting procedure confirms the existence o
magneticBT3/2 term. The uncertainty in the coefficients
estimated mostly by varying the fitted temperature range.
fitted curves fall within the experimental data with a max
mum dispersion smaller than60.7% in more than 90% of
the points, and no systematic departures from the fit
curves are observed. In sample 3 (d50.26) we found no
contribution arising from a linear termgT. An upper esti-
mate givesg,0.8 mJ/mol K2, obtained using a maximum
fitting temperature above 9 K. Below this range, the inc
sion of a linear term in the fitted expression yields negat
values ofg. By allowing the magnetic contribution to vary a
BTn we find a best fit withn very close to the assumed valu
of 3/2. Nevertheless, a fitting of comparable quality can
obtained if one takesn52. Indeed, aT2 contribution could
be expected from anisotropic spin waves, as we are not v
far from theA-type AF regime that occurs in the stoichio
metric compound.

One of the most important and unexpected results
tained from our low-temperature specific-heat data is the
servation of a very high linear coefficientg in samples 1 and
2. In this case, by fitting the data only with linear and cub
terms we obtain even higher values ofg. Possible origins of
this contribution will be discussed below.

The Debye temperatureuD significantly increases with
the increase of vacancy content in LaMnO31d . The values
of uD , in the range 370–500 K, are comparable to tho
previously reported in manganite perovskites.13,15–18 The
tendency to an increase ofuD with higher hole doping has
been previously observed.13,17,18It has been argued18 that the
reduction of lattice stiffness at low doping values could
related to dynamic Jahn-Teller distortion in the compoun
The large value ofuD in sample 3, with the highest conten
of Mn41, is close to that observed13 in the AF insulator
La0.38Ca0.62MnO3. This suggests that AF interactions, al
present in sample 3, may contribute to a hardening of
lattice vibrations.

,

e

s

TABLE II. Fitting results of the low-temperature specific heat of LaMnO31d . The linear coefficient is

given byg. The Debye temperatureuD is obtained from the cubic coefficientb, and the spin-wave stiffnes
constantD is obtained from the magnetic termBT3/2.

Sample g (mJ/mol K2) b (mJ/mol K4) uD ~K! B (mJ/mol K5/2) D (meVÅ2)

1 (d50.11) 2363 0.19360.02 369613 2.160.6 75615
2 (d50.15) 1962 0.16860.02 387615 7.561.0 3263
3 (d50.26) 0 0.078660.007 498615 21.260.2 16.160.1
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The magnitude of theBT3/2 term is also of relevance
providing information on the spin-wave excitations in t
compounds. The value of the spin-wave stiffness cons
determined for Sample 1,D575 meV Å2, is approximately
half of that obtained for La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 (D5170 meV Å2)
~Ref. 19! and La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (D5154 meV Å2),20 both in
the FM metallic phase. The value ofD532 meV Å2 in
sample 2 is of the same order as in the FM insula
La0.9Ca0.1MnO3 (D540 meV Å2),13 whose insulating char
acter is also interpreted as a disorder effect. This is consis
with the fact that increasing disorder should give rise
lower values ofD, i.e.,‘‘softer’’ spin waves, as it is expecte
to reduce the strength of the ferromagnetic coupling. T
observation of a magneticBT3/2 contribution in sample 3, for
which a spin-glass phase is observed, will be addresse
the next section.

For completeness, Fig. 5 displays the high-tempera
~30–200 K! specific heat of the investigated LaMnO31d
samples, plotted asC/T vs T. Results for samples 2 and 3 a
shifted downward for clarity. Sample 1 shows a sm
anomaly associated with the FM transition at 152 K, co
ciding with the transition temperature obtained from the
susceptibility. No anomaly is observed in the results
samples 2 and 3. The inset shows the temperature deriv
d(C/T)/dT for samples 1 and 2. The FM transition
sample 2 is visible in the derivative plot at 143 K, aga
coinciding with the susceptibility measurements. Phase t
sitions with a large temperature width often show
specific-heat anomaly, as reported13 in the FM insulator
La0.90Ca0.10MnO3. For sample 3, a specific-heat anomaly
not observed even in the derivative plot~not shown!, as ex-
pected for a spin glass. For sample 1, the entropy assoc
with the FM transition, which can be obtained fromDS
5*(C/T)dT, is DS50.2160.02 J/mol K. The subtracte
lattice contribution is estimated by excluding the peak reg
from the data, and fitting the remaining data with a sum
three Einstein optical modes. The value ofDS is about an
order of magnitude smaller than reported on Ca-do
samples13,21 and on other manganite compounds,22,23 where

FIG. 5. High-temperature~30–200 K! specific heat of
LaMnO31d , plotted asC/T vs T. Results for samples 2 and 3 a
shifted downward for clarity, as indicated by the arrows. The in
shows the temperature derivatived(C/T)/dT vs T for samples 1
and 2, with the FM transition temperatures indicated.
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in turn theDS values are also smaller than expected from
ordering of the spin system. A thorough discussion related
this ‘‘missing’’ entropy can be found elsewhere.23

V. DISCUSSION

From our susceptibility and magnetization data we ha
established that the FM phase of hole-doped LaMnO31d
samples evolves to a cluster-glass-like state. Several o
manganite compounds present similar behavior when su
tution occurs in the manganese site. If one takes, for
stance, the standard CMR compound La0.7Ca0.3MnO3, sub-
stitution of Mn by Co~Ref. 24! or In ~Ref. 25! also gives rise
to an insulating cluster-glass phase. This suggests that
DE interaction, mostly responsible for the metallic FM sta
of doped manganites, is inhibited by random disorder in
system. The formation of FM clusters is accompanied
strong charge-localizing effects which yield an insulati
state. Nevertheless, the size of the clusters must be l
enough for theeg electrons to extend over several sites a
provide the observed FM interaction.

The most striking feature of the specific-heat data
samples 1 and 2 is the appearance of an unexpectedly
linear term, in excess of 19 mJ/mol K2, although the system
as whole is an insulator with respect to transport propert
It is most important to understand the origin of this anom
lous contribution. Compared with the increasing number
publications on doped manganite perovskite samples, r
tively few reports on heat capacity have been presen
Low-temperature data for LaMnO3 doped with Ca,13,15,16

Sr,16,17 and Ba,15,16 all in the metallic FM phase, observed
specific-heat linear termg in the range of 5–7 mJ/mol K2,
associated with conduction electrons. However, few previ
investigations have reported highg values in insulating man-
ganite samples: in the electron-doped syst
La2.3Ca0.7Mn2O7,26 the authors foundg541 mJ/mol K2, and
in Nd0.67Sr0.33MnO3,22 a value ofg525 mJ/mol K2 was ob-
served. A detailed explanation for this contribution has n
been put forward. As already mentioned, our magnetic
sults clearly allow us to infer that ferromagnetic order
LaMnO31d develops in regions of limited size~clusters!,
whose magnetic moments undergo a spin-glass-like tra
tion. We will argue now that our heat capacity results a
consistent with this picture.

The stoichiometric compound LaMnO3 (d50) has an
orthorhombic crystal structure,27 which is a distorted form of
the cubic perovskite structure. The ideal cubic system wo
have a FM metallic character, with the Fermi energy lying
the middle of theeg band.28 The splitting of theeg bands,
due to the Jahn-Teller distortion, leads to a small g
(1.5 eV) between the Mneg

1 and eg
2 bands. This stabilizes

the A-type AF order and makes the system a Mott insulat
As we dope with holes, Mn41 ions are created, the perov
skite distortion decreases, and the Fermi level drops do
into the lowest half of the split band. Thus the system b
comes metallic, with the DE mechanism being respons
for charge transfer among Mn ions and the consequent
larization of the t2g spins that yield ferromagnetic orde
However, in nonstoichiometric LaMnO31d , the disorder in-
troduced by random La and Mn vacancies may cause lo
ization of the electron states close to the band edges. In

t
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trast to what happens in the cation-substituted compoun
the disordering effect of Mn vacancies is strong enough
localization to be effective even at high concentrations
Mn41. It is worth mentioning that electron localization als
occurs in metallic manganite compounds. It has be
argued16 that theeg electrons may be localized in large wav
packets due to potential fluctuations arising from cation su
stitution and, additionally, by spin-dependent fluctuatio
due to local deviations from FM order. In LaMnO31d the
missing Mn ions enhance these random fluctuations, fav
ing charge localization.29 This is more or less related to th
Anderson-localization mechanism,30 and has been previously
interpreted in such terms,31–33 although here interaction ef-
fects play a major role.

It is reasonable to assume that at low vacancy concen
tion the localization length may be fairly large. Charge ca
riers can thus hop between a number of Mn ions, wh
actually defines the FM clusters. The electron mobility insi
the clusters ensures the effectiveness of the DE interact
giving rise to the observed FM behavior. Furthermore, if t
FM regions are not too small, regular spin waves can
excited inside them, yielding the observedT3/2 contribution
to the specific heat. This is consistent with the values o
tained for the spin wave stiffness in these compounds. In
scenario, the electron levels, although localized, are
largely spaced in energy, allowing for thermal excitatio
that contribute with a linear term to the specific heat as
function of temperature. It remains to be understood why
coefficient of the specific-heat linear term is so large in o
results, as compared to other perovskite systems. A num
of mass-enhancement mechanisms may be envisaged,
magnetic polarons, lattice polarons related to the dynam
Jan-Teller effect, or Coulomb-interaction effects. Howev
it is not straightforward to understand why these effec
would not be equally noticeable in most doped mangan
compounds. We suggest that the explanation lies in the
that localization has changed the Fermi level to a region
high density of states. For instance, it is possible that
disorder yields an enhancement of the two-dimensional ch
acter of the bands, giving rise to a high density of stat
Indeed, band structure calculations28,34 on stoichiometric
LaMnO3 revealed sharp features resembling the typical log
rithmic van Hove singularities of two-dimensional tigh
binding bands.

Sample 3, with the largest vacancy content, shows qu
tatively distinct characteristics. Nevertheless, its behav
can be interpreted with the same arguments discussed ab
The localization length is now very small due to the hig
degree of disorder. Thus, FM clusters are no longer form
which is consistent with the observed magnetic response
the compound. The absence of a linear term in the spec
heat reflects the higher degree of localization of the cha
carriers, which effectively prevents the DE mechanism. T
system behavior closely resembles that of a regular s
glass, with short-range FM interactions competing with A
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coupling, the latter arising from the high Mn41 content. It is
somewhat puzzling, though, that the dominant contribut
to the specific heat is a term proportional toT3/2, which is
usually attributed to spin waves in a long-range FM syste
However, according to computer simulations by Walker a
Walstedt35 on a model spin glass, the low-energy excitatio
are collective modes, even though the local magnetic m
ments do not show long range order. Thus, some power-
behavior of the specific heat with temperature can be
pected. Linear and quadratic terms are obtained in Ref
for a model metallic spin glass with RKKY interactions, b
the actual value of the exponent depends on details of
distribution of low-lying excitations, and a value of 3/2 ca
not be ruled out. Alternatively, a slightly poorer fitting of ou
data can be obtained with a nonzero linear term plus a q
dratic one. This would bring the results for sample 3 to
closer agreement with Ref. 35, also implying that part of
large linear coefficient of the specific heat in all samp
might be due to spin fluctuations in the spin-glass or clus
glass regime.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have presented measurements of ac
ceptibility, dc magnetization, and specific heat in a series
LaMnO31d samples with larged values and, therefore,
high degree of disorder. The aim is to provide a better
derstanding of the role of La and Mn vacancies in the pr
erties of mixed-valence manganites. From our analysis
may draw two main conclusions:~i! magnetic measurement
showed that the previously known FM insulating phase
these compounds displays a disorder-induced cluster-g
like behavior; ~ii ! the anomalous high specific-heat line
coefficientg in this case gives evidence of a high density
localized states around the Fermi level, even though the
ter falls in a region where the states are localized. In su
mary, charge localization is enhanced due to disorder in
system, and the low-temperature FM insulating state cons
of randomly oriented FM clusters, which align in small a
plied fields. The carriers, though localized, may hop betwe
several Mn sites to ensure the DE interaction responsible
the FM order. In the sample with the highest vacancy cont
the increased random disorder and the competition betw
FM and AF interactions give rise to a spin-glass state.
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